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Contained in this report are the results of a study on the evalua-
tion and reduction of noise impact to a community due to aircraft land-
ing and takeoff operations. This work is a continuation of the methods
and results of a previous study done by the same authors (under NASA
Grant NSG-1509, reference 1). For completeness some repetition of the
earlier work is included.
The previous work considered only a single aircraft using a single
approach/ landing trajectory. Models of population distribution, air-
craft noise signature, and aircraft flight path were developed, and a
suitable annoyance model adopted. A performance index to be minimized
was formed from the annoyance model and constraints. The current study
has examined the case of multiple aircraft, flying on several trajector-
ies, for either the case of approach/ landings or for takeoffs. A su-
perior, more realistic model of the flight path has also been developed.
As in the earlier work, the annoyance criterion used is the noise impact
index (NII). The algorithm developed has been applied to Patrick Henry
International Airport.
Discussions of the various models, the performance index, optimiza-




The problem considered is that of determining the "best" set of
aircraft landing and/or takeoff paths from any airport which minimizes
the noise impact on the surrounding community. There are five major
aspects of this problem which must be modelled; (1) aircraft noise
signatures, (2) population distributions, (3) a cost function or per-
formance index, (4) the aircraft flight paths, and (5) constraints on
the aircraft (based upon aircraft dynamics), passenger comfort, safety,
and maximum noise exposure for any population group. In addition, a
flight path optimization scheme must be adopted. A modular concept has
been employed so that any section of the problem may be modified with
relative ease. The following sections describe each of these in detail.
A.	 Aircraft Noise Signatures
An aircraft noise signature gives a description of the noise ema-
nating from an aircraft. Many such representations are available. The
one adopted here is a simple model to facilitate computation; however,
it can be replac d with more complex and accurate models. One such
model is available through the use of the Aircraft Noise Source and
Contour Estimation computer programs (see references 2, 3). The air-
craft noise signature used in this study is obtained using"data from
reference 4. Here the effective perceived noise level (EPNdB) is given
c as a function of slant range to the closest point of approach for a
variety of aircraft. A typical plot of the slant range variation for
two different aircraft is shown in Figure 1. These data were fit using
standard least squares techniques to yield an expression for EPNdB given
by
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EMB = 115 - 22.5 x (slant range in ft.)
500
This equation is used for calculation of the maximum noise level at each
location for a flyover. A typical footprint for a straight-in approach
along a 3-degree glide si-te is shown in Figure 2. For other aircraft,
similar experimental data must be sought in the literature.
B.	 Population Distribution Model
To model the distribution of population, a map of the community is
overlaid with a grid and the population in each grid section is deter-
mined. The population distribution within each section is assumed to be
uniform. Several grid geometries were examined (see Figure 3). The
geometries include: (1) rectangular sections of equal size, (2) rec-
tangular sections whose dimensions increase with distance from the
airport runway, and (3) concentric circles divided by several radial
lines. The second scheme was chosen since it requires fewer rectangular
sections than the first and is somewhat easier to implement than the
third. Computer time required for determining the optimum trajectory
varies directly with the number of grid sections. This results in the
desire to minimize the number of blocks in the grid. Furthermore, since
the noise levels decrease with distance from the aircraft and the air-
craft has higher altitude when farther from the runway, the need for
high resolution of the population density diminishes with distance from
the airport. Grid blocks with larger area may then be used when farther
away from the airport.
Within a grid section, the population is determined by use of the
SITE II system (reference 5), available on the CDC 7600 computer at the
4
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NASA-Langley facility. This system requires as input the latitudr.• and
Longitude of a reference point and the coordinates of the corners of
each rectangular section. Although SITE II allows for simple retrieval
of 1970 census data, there is some question about its resolution capa-
bilities for small grid sections. In addition, in rapidly growing areas
the population data may lag the actual population. The SITE II program
is capable of producing detailed census information as shown in Figure
4; however, for the present analysis only the population information is
wised, as indicated.
C.	 flight Path Model
There are two ways in which the trajectory of the aircraft may be
determined. In one, a discrete time integration of the equations of
motion (with control deflections) yields point by point spatial coor-
dinates and orientation. Although this allows the flexibility of ex-
plicitly including control constraints as well as dynamic constraints
(e.g. maximum roll angle), it requires that a considerable number of
states of the system be stored in the optimization routine (i.e. each
point ot. the trajectory in discrete form). In the multi-aircraft,
multi-trajectory problem investigated here, such storage requirements
are prohibitive.
Thus, another method was adopted which uses only the functional
form of the trajectory to describe the flight path. Two possibilities
have been investigated: (1) a truncated Fourier series representation
and (2) a scheme of line segments joined by smooth arcs.
The Fourier series has the advantage of being able to represent any
smooth function over a finite range reasonably well when the series is
7
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truncated after a few terms, however, it is not able to represent
functions with slope discontinuities without introducing "waviness" into
the approximation, A large number of terms are needed to reduce this
effect. The line segment representation does not have either of these
features; however, Lt can approximate very well +'u,nctions which describe
tha types of paths aircraft customarily fly.
The fcirsc methol begins by generating a starting path which goes
from the initial trajectory point to the desired runway, ending up with
the proper heading, i.e., the aircraft velocity vector is aligned with
the runway. This starting trajectory is generated using the following
equation; (see Figure 5)
x -x
ys (x) = [mf (x-xp) + (Yp-yo)] exp [ C1 (x -f )a + yo
o	 f
For the vertical motion a simple three-degree descent path was assumed.
Next, the first five Fourier sine harmonics are used to introduce
deviations from the starting path. The coordinate system is scaled so
that each of the sine functions contributes zero deviation at the end
points, Therefore, if the starting path satisfies the boundary condi-
tions, then the path with the deviations will also. An exponentially
decaying facto:, is used to eliminate heading deviations at the final
point.
With the deviations, the equations for the path become
xy = {	 a i sin [in (x _x)]} [1 - exp (x 	 XCf )] + ys(x)
	
=1	 f	 0	 2
x	 x
	
Z = 11	 Pi sin [in	 0(. -x )]) [1 - exp ( C xf A + Z 3 (X)
	















































where the a  and Pi are the unknowns to be determined.
The second flight path model represents the trajectory as a chain
of line segments extending from the initial to the final point. Each
corner between two segments is "smoothed" with a circular arc whose
radius is large enough to insure that the aircraft can perform the turn
(see Figure 6). The unknown variables to be determined are the coor-
dinates of the line segment intersections (corner points). For the
starting trajectory, the corner points lie equally spaced along a line
through each pair of initial and final points. The number of line
segments and hence, the number of corner points, per trajectory is
determined before the optimization begins. This number is generally
small (3 to 5) so that the pilot is not overburdened with required
maneuvers.
Both models of the flight path have the advantage of requir i-ng only
a small number of parameters to describe the trajectory. This reduces
the optimization problem from a variational one to an ordinary one, but
care must be taken to see that the various constraints in the problem
are met.
D.	 Constraints
The use of a functional form of the flight path for the trajectory
Y
	 requires the reformulation of constraints into parameters which, can be
A used in the optimization. This is accomplished by translating the
steady state solutions of the lateral and longitudinal perturbation
equations into geometric constraints. For a detailed derivation of
these, see the final report for 1979, Appendix A of reference 1. The
constraints are incorporated by determining maximum curvature and slope



































Similar expressions are given in the appendix (referred to above) for
constraints on aileron, rudder, and elevator deflections, flight path
angle and pitch rate limits.
In addition to the aircraft constraints, there are passenger com-
fort considerations (e.g. max bank angle), maximum noise exposure
levels, and a minimum separation distance between multiple trajectories.
All of the constraints are listed below:










where V1rvs = average velocity of aircraft, C 1 , C21 C3
are constants for a given aircraft, and the Sr's depend upon
maximum bank angle and maximum rudder and aileron deflections
for a given aircraft.
dzLongitudinal: tan y 
	 <	 dx < tan yd
max	 max
where y 	 and yd	 are the maximum climb and descent
max	 max
angles.
II. Passenger Comfort Constraint:
3/2
z	





where C4 = 1.9 for 90% passenger satisfaction, 4.5 for 80%
satisfaction, g = acceleration due to gravity, and V
avg
average velocity of aircraft during the turn.
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III. Threshold Noise Constraint.
Nu populated area may receive noise in excess of 95 dB more
than N percentage of times per day, where N is a fixed percentage
of the number of flights po7r- r al , . N is made as small as possible
for any given case.
IV. Minimum Separation Constraint
A minimum distance of 800 meters (k mile) must be maintained
between any two trajectories at all points (except very close to
the runway, where all trajectories must converge).
E.	 Cost Function
A large number of criteria have been proposed to evaluate noise
annoyance (e.g., EPNdB, NNE;, sleep interference index, speech interfer-
ence index, etc.). The recent trend in noise assessment work is toward
a universal measure -- the noise impact index (NII). This measure is a
weighted day-night model which accounts for population density. It is
described in detail in referenze 6. Briefly, the total population
exposed to each incremental average day-night model sound level is
multiplied by the weighting function for that level. The weighting
factor W(Ldn), multiplied by the population exposed to that L dn , is
summed and normalized by the total population giving the Noise Impact





A plot of W(Ldn) appears in Figure 7.
J
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The cost function or performance index for the optimization pro-
cedure is taken to be the NII plus penalties for violating constraints.
Basically, the optimization procedure is set up to "drive" the aircraft
trajectories to the path which will minimize the NII and at the same
time, not violate any constraints. As an example, the constraint of
flight path angle not exceeding a maximum descent angle, Y d , nor a
maximum climb angle, y c , is written as
tan Yc < dz < tan Yd
dx
Each is converted to a penalty which is added to the NII in the form





P 1 = (max [0, (tan Yc - dz/dx )]}^
P2 = {max[0, ( dz/dx - tan 
Id' ]2	 K1, K2 = constants
As is seen, for values of the flight path angle within the allowable
range, no penalty is added; however, for values outside this range, the
penalty and thus, the increase in cost, is great. Other penalty terms
are added in a like manner.
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III. OPTIMIZATION
The optimum set of trajectories is determined by calculating values
of the unknowns (the of  and ^i in the Fourier series modal, the corner
points in the line segment model) which minimize the total cost (NII
plus penalties). Two optimization algorithms have been examined: the
method of steepest descent and the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell method. An
example of steepest descent is given below. Basically, the method
computes the gradient of the cost function, C, with respect to the
unknown parameters and then searches along the negative gradient direc-
tion for values of the parameters which reduce the cost.
In Figure 8, the point L 1 represents the set of parameters which
corresponds to the starting trajectory. The arrow points in the direc-
tion of the negative gradient of C (i.e., the direction of decreasing
NII). Searching along this direction will yield a new point L 2 which
corresponds to a new trajectory with lower NII. The process of comput-
ing gradients and searching continues until the cost converges to within
a specified tolerance. In this example, the sequence begins at L 1 and
converges to I*, where the NII is an absolute (or global) minimum.
Consider, however, the case where the starting trajectory is char-
acterized by the point Q 1 . The optimization process will converge to
the point Q*, which is a relative (or local) minimum. The trajectory
characterized by Qs', does give a lower NII than the starting path at Q1,
but the NII at Q. is still higher than that at L.
r
In this example, it is easily seen that if the starting point lies
in Region I, convergence to the global minimum at I is assured (like-



























only way to insure that the point Ve is found is to execute the opti-
mization algorithm a number of times with different starting points, as
indicated by the open circles in Figure 8. There is the possibility
that the cost function has a "sharp" global minimum, such as at the
point R%-. In such a case, it is likely that none of the starting points
chosen would result in convergence to R*. From a practical point of
view, though, it is not important that the true global minimum at r* is
not found. The range of parameters defining the sharp "well" at R* is
so narrow that a pilot could not deviate from the optimal path charac-
terized by R* without greatly increasing the NII. Simply stated, the
only optimal path of interest is one whose resulting NII is not overly
sensitive to slight variations in the path.
The steepest descent algorithm has the disadvantage of giving slow
convergence near the optimal set of unknown parameters, however, signif-
icant reduction in the cost (NTT) does occur during the first few itera-
tions. A superior algorithm is the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell method,
which gives good convergence near the optimum. This method has been
employed in this study with satisfactory results. A detailed descrip-
tion of both optimization methods appears in reference 7.
A.	 The Optimization Algorithm
A computer code has been developed which implements either of the
optimization methods described above. Figure 9 shows a flow chart for
this code. Initial data (population map, aircraft constraints, initial
and final aircraft positions, etc.) are required for each configuration
of trajectories and aircraft at a given airport. An initial set of
trajectories is either supplied by the user, or a default set is gen-
11
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IFigure 9. Flow Chart of the Flight Path Optimization Algorithm
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erated by the program. The optimization then begins, with successive
values of the cost being compared after each iteration. When the dif-
ference between successive values is less than a defined stopping cri-
terion, the process terminates.
The code has been written in modular form so that any of the vari-
ous models (population distribution, cost function, etc.) may be up-
graded or modified easily without making major changes in the code. As
an example, the noise impact in each population section requires the
computation of an integral. While this integral is usually approxi-
mated, a more accurate calculation can be made with the simple addition
of a ,ubroutine to the program.
Appendix A ^!ontsins the FORTRAN code as written for a CDC Cyber 172
machine.
B.	 Results,
All of the cases discussed here involve the Patrick Henry Interna-
tional Airport in Hampton, Virginia. The SITE II program was used to
generate the population data for each block as shown in Figure 10. The
three entry points referred to, Swing, Franklin, and Cape Charles, are
the check points indicated on the ILS approach plate (figure 11).
Reduction in the NII at Patrick Henry Airport is limited by the
population distribution. As indicated in Figure 12, most of the people
are located in blocks near the runway. During takeoffs and landings,
these people will be affected by aircraft noise regardless of the tra-
jectories flown.
(1) The Swing and Franklin entry points are used simultaneously for
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Figure 11. ILS Landing Approach at Patrick Henry Airport
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the results obtained are shown in Figure 12. Details appear in Table I.
As is easily seen, there is an unnecessary amount of waviness in the
trajectories far from the runway. This is caused by the fact that the
Fourier series is truncated after five terms. More terms could be
included but more computation time would be required. Thus, the line
E
segment model of the flight path has been adopted and is used in all the
following cases.
(2) A single trajectory, with one Boeing 707 flying, is determined
using the line segment model. The results are shown in Figures 13a and
b. Both the Swing and Franklin stations have been used as entry points.
There are three segments in each trajectory, requiring only three turn-
ing maneuvers from the pilot. This is clearly more realistic than the
type of path produced by the Fourier series model. A comparison of the
results of the two models shows that the line segment scheme yields
slightly higher NII values (3-5% higher than in the Fourier series
representation); however, the NII is reduced, compared to existing
approach paths, by 4-6%.
(3) Multiple aircraft on multiple trajectories are investigated.
Figures 14, 15 and 16 show the results for two, three, and four segments
per trajectory. The reduction in NII ranges from 4 to 5%. Details
appear in Table II.
(4) The multiple aircraft, multiple trajectory case is repeated
(with three segments per trajectory) using Gaussian quadrature to eval-
uate the integral in the NII computation; a 6% reduction is seen.
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Figure 16. Four Segments per Trajectory (Landing)
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Table II Line Segment Representation of Flight Path
(II) Line segment representation of flight path
(A) Balanced distribution of aircraft on each trAjectorye
Number Number Corner Points (x,y)
of of segments Annoyance Figureentry on each NII Swing entry Franklin entry Cape Charles REMARK Numberpoints trajectory traejctory trajectory entry trajectory
(-25600, 9600) Single A/C,
1 3 0,8395 (-17209, 5797) single trajectory 13a(-106$4, 1078)(800,	 0)
(-26666, -5333) Single A/C.
0,8355 (-18032, -3568) single trajectory 13b(-8928,
	
-3356)(-800,	 0	 )
(-25600, 9600) (-26666,-5333) Existing approach.
1,4$8 (-16115 1 	0) (-16115,	 0) It violates the(-800,	 O) (-8000	 0) threshold noise 6
trajectories sepa-2 ration constraints 14a
(-25600, 9600) (-25555, -5333) Optimal trajectories
2 1.401 (-10195, 7082) (-11870, -4671) (with 2 segments/(-800,	 0) (-800,	 0) traj.) 14b
-25600, 9600) (-26666, -5333 Optimal trajectories




-3320) traj) using centroid(-800 1 	O) (-800,	 0) approximation inNII calculation. 15
(-25600, 9600) (-26666, -5333) Optimal trajectories(-17339, 6408) (-18052, -3542) using Gaussian3 1,311 (-10031, 5752) (-10197, -3898) quadrature (3 seg-(-800,	 0) (-800,	 0) ments/traj.) 17
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4 1.395 (-13181, 4861) (-13708, -2718) traj.) 16(-6641,	 4503) (-6585,	 -2510)(-800,	 0) (-800,	 0)
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segments/traj.) 19a
(-25600, 9600) (-26666, -5333) (30000, -2417) Existing approach 19b
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Figure 17. Comparison of Trajectories Using Gaussian Quadrature



























performed as compared to the customary approximation.* Details appear
in Table II.
(5) The aircraft mix on the Swing and Franklin trajectories is
altered to be unbalanced (details in Table III). Figures 18a and b show
that between the two cases of unbalanced aircraft distribution, the
resulting change in the trajectories is slight and the change in NIT is
only 0.07°x. This may point to the existence of optimal "corridors"
which are independent of the aircraft distribution.
(6) All three entry points are used simultaneously for multiple
aircraft, as shown in Figure 19. The important result here is that the
optimum trajectory from Cape Charles is found to pass over 'he water, as
should be expected. Details appear in Table II.
(7) Some preliminary work has been done on the takeoff problem.
For each takeoff trajectory, the end of the runway becomes the initial
point, and the final point (approximately 30 km away) may be placed
anywhere. Two final points in the region northwest of the airport and
two in the southwest region were chosen. Optimal paths were computed
for the different pair combinations (three segments per trajectory).
These are shown in Figures 20, 21, and 22 with details given in Table
IV. The pair giving the lowest NIT is shown in Figure 21. (NII =
1.425).
(8) To help guarantee that the optimal, set of trajectories is found
by the searching algorithm, a method called "selective search" has been
devised. Figure 23 shows a simple version of it. Basically, a number
*Referred to as the centroid approximation, since the L dn in a given
population block is calculated at the centroid of the block and
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Figure 18b. Unbalanced Aircraft Distribution
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Figure 20. Takeoff Trajectories
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of trajectories are evaluated as candidates for the starting set input









different regions of the near-terminal area and evaluating the NII for
various combinations of them. The set of trajectories with the lowest
NII is taken as the starting set for the optimization routine. This
way, it is more likely that the optimal set will be found. Such a
selective search corresponds loosely with the choosing of different
starting points in the example given earlier (figure 8).
CONCLUSION
A method has been formulated which optimizes aircraft paths during
approach or takeoff. Multiple aircraft flying on several trajectories
can be considered. Models have been developed using available data
where possible for the population distribution, aircraft noise signa-
tures, noise impact, constraints, and flight path. An algorithm which
uses either the steepest descent method or the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell
method for optimization has been implemented and tested. The algorithm
can
1) Evaluate the noise impact of existing flight paths,
2) Evaluate the noise impact of proposed flight paths, and
3) Optimize the flight paths to minimize the noise impact, sub-
ject to constraints.
The method has been applied to the Patrick Henry International
Airport area. Existing paths have been evaluated for noise impact and
optimal paths were determined using either two or three of the terminal
area entry points. Approximately 4.50/, improvement in NII was achieved
over that of the paths presently used. The population is concentrated
45
^^
near  tn en of the runway, though, an it is felt  tht even more im-
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GSORTIIXMII ► NSEGI-XMIIPNSEG+2)10.2+IYM(IPNSEGI-YM(IPNSF.G+2)1*3540
100 1	 • 2! 3550
ANG •	 AALOSIA ► BPCI 3560
PNALTY • PNALTY+PMEltl•(AMAXI(G.U(400.*ALONG1—A)1$•21+PMEIT2$(AM3570
1 AXlIf^.P(2.380579699-ANGII* P 2!	 3580
DIS(II - D1S(I)+SORT((XT2(I.NSEG)—XMIIPNSEG+11)$*Z+fYT2(IPNSEGI-3590





110	 C .	 RETURN IF DYNAMIC CONSTRAINT NOT SATISFIED 	 . 3650
C	 . 3660
C ......... .................... .... .... .........,...................... 3670
3660
IF (PNALTY.E0.0.) GO TO 60	 4a90t
53
SUGROUTIMC COST	 731172	 TS	 FTH 4.7+415	 601041240 10.20.35
115 TOTAL • PNALTY 3700
RETURN 3110
C 3720
C •	 • 3740
120 C TAKE SAMPLES ALONG THE TRAJECTORY 	 • 3750
C .	 . 3760
C ...••....•.••..•...••...••.•.•.•..•..••+•... n •...+•.• n . n ....+.•..•. n . 3770
C 3740
60 00 Ito I • IPNTRAJ 3790
125 OELZPM	 •	 (ZO(1)-ZF(1111D1S(11 3400
K n 1 3410
POSIM P 101)	 • XM(1011 3420
PO$LY(lPlP2)	 •	 YM(IP1) 3430
POSIT(1 ► IP3)	 •	 Z0(I) 3440
130 DO luO J n 2PNSEG 3450
DELX	 •	 (XTZ(1PJ-11-XT1(I.J))/NSAMP 3460
DELY	 •	 (YT2([PJ-1)-YT1(I#J))INSAMP 3470
DO 7o L n 1PNSAMP 3440
POSIT(1PK+1 ► 11	 •	 POSIT(IPKP1) -OELX 3490
135 PU5ITIIPK+1 ► 21	 • POS1T(IPKPZI -DELY 3900
POSIT(I*K+1P3) .	 PUSLT(IrKi 31-DELZPMO SORT(DELX O *2+DELY*$ Z) 3910
K - K+1 3920
70	 CONTINUE 3930
IF	 (ANGLE(IPJ-1)•E2•P1) 	 GO TO 100 3940
140 C 3950
C .•.•.....r•....•...••..•.•.•••.•••.•.••.••.•••- nn .••••.•••••...•••. n • 3960
C .	 . 3970
C SAMPLi THE CORRECT ARC ON THE J-1 TH CIRCLE 	 • 3940
C +	 . 3990






LPLUS -	 1 4040
100 AA • ALFAI+ANGLE(IPJ-1)/4• 4050
X22	 •	 XCENTR•:IPJ-11+RADIUS • COS(AA) 4060
Y22	 • YCENIR°SPJ-l1+RADIUS+SIN(AA) 4070
ADIS	 -	 SORI'I(X22 —XM(I P JI)++2+(YZ2-YM(IPJ)1+ 0 21 4040
BOIS	 -	 SORT4(XT1([PJI-XMtl ► J))++2+IY11(IPJ)-YM([PJ)1 # *21 4090
155 IF	 (BDIS.(,T.ADIS)	 IPLUS	 - —1 4100
1[	 0 4110
A n 	 ANGLE(1.:-11 4120
00	 A • A-.1745329252 4130
IF	 (A.LE.O.)	 GO	 TO 90 4140
160 11	 -	 11+1 4150
AA	 -	 ALFAI+IPLUS*I1 • .1745329252 4160




0 -	 RADIUS+.1745329252 4190
165 PGS1T(IPK+1 ► 31	 -	 P05IT(IPKP3)-OELZPM+D 4200
K	 •	 h11 4210
GO TO BO 4220
90	 POS MI PK+1r1?	 •	 XTZ([PJ) 4230
PJS1T(1PK+1 ► 2)	 -	 YT2(IPJI 4240
170 D	 •	 RAO[US•(ANGLE(IPJ-1)-FLOAT(II1+(o.1745329252) 4250





SUBROUTINE COPT 73/172	 IS	 FIN 4.7+455 BO/04024. 10620.35
K • K#I 4270
1400 CONTINUE 4250
DELL
	 •	 IMTZ(IINSEG)-XMIIPNSEG#I))/N,^AMP 4290
115 OELY	 •	 ( YTZII.NSEG1-YM(I ► NSEG#Lll/NSAMP 4300
DO llu L • 1•N;AMP 4310
POSITIIvK+ L 1)	 • POSIT(I•K•l)-DEL% 4120
POSIT(i•K+lr2)	 •	 POSIT(I.Ki21-DELY 4330
POS1Ttl•K+l•31	 •	 POSITII ► K#3)-DELZPP*$QRTIDELX $02NDELY$ 02) 4340
150 K • K•I 4350
110 CONTINUE 4360
NPOSIT(1)
	 • K 4370
120 CONTINUE 4350
IF	 (NTRAJ•EQ•l)	 GO TO 270 4390
Ids DO LIU 1 • IINMAP 4400
00 130 J • 405 4410
00 130 K	 • 3rE 4420y
LOCAL(LK)	 • O• 4430
ARRAY(IiJ)
	 •	 LOCAL(L•K) 4440
191) 130 CONTINUE 4450
DO ZUG 1 • IINTRAJ 4460
DO 143 K • IvhMAP 4470
LOCALIK•Z)
	 - 0. 4150
LOCALIK•I)	 • LOCAL(K.21 4490
195 ).4u CONTINUE 4500
C 4510
t C ......• ............................•................................. 4520
C • • 4530¢t
C CALCULATE ANNOYANCE LEVEL 4540
200 C ANY BLOCK 6ITH ZERO POPULATION IS BYPASSED • 4550
C • IN ILOCALO:	 COLL n HIGHEST 707 NOISE • 4560
C • COL2 • HIGHEST	 727 NOISE • 4570





NPGSITI	 •	 NPOSIT(il 4610
00 160 J	 • I•NPDSITI 4620
00 160 K • I•NMAP 4630
IF	 IARRAYIKr31.EQ.0.l	 GO TO	 160 4640
210 RANGE	 •	 SQRT((POSIT(I•JIl)-ARRAY(Kol))•02+IPOSITII.J ►Z)—ARRAY(4650
I	 KiZ))•*2*POSIT(I•J.3)+*2) 4660
AL707 • 129.-25.+ALOG10(3.261*RANGE1200.) 4670
AL727 •	 114•-22.5*ALDG10(3.281+RANGE/500.1 4600
If
	
(AL707•LE.LOCAL(K•l)l	 GO	 TO 150 4690
215 LOCALIKPI)	 • AL707 4700
150 IF	 (AL727•LE.LOCAL(K ► 211	 GO	 TO 160 4710
LGCAL(K.21
	 •	 AL727 4720
160 CONTINUE 4730
00 19w K •	 1•NMAP 4740
220 C 4750
C ...... .. ... ...... ... •...a........ ...•.•••.•••....••••..•••.••.••••i 4760
C . • 4770
C . IN OLDSAL04	 COL 3-5	 • NO, OF OCCURANCES HIGHER THAN ALMAX • 4780
C . DUE	 TO IRAJ.	 -U p BERS	 1-3 RESPECTIVELY . 4790
225 C . COL 6—B	 • TOTAL VIOLATING NOISE - ALMAX FOR TRAJ• . 4000
C . 1-3 RESPECTIVELY • 4010





SU&AOUT1hE COST	 731172 IS
	
FYN 4.7+415	 10104124. 10.20.35
C 4f 40
233 IF (AARAY(Kr3)•EO00 GO TO 190 4150
IF	 (AkAAY(Kr61.NE&Il 	 GO TO 190 4160
If	 (LOCAL(Kr1).Li.ALMAM)
	
GO TO 170 4170
LOCAL(Kr1+21	 n NDTCT(I)+NN7011I1 4110
LOCALIK ► 1+51	 • 4190
215 170	 IF (LOCALIKr2).LE.ALMAXI	 60 TO 100 4900





(LOCAL(Kr1+2).L ►.eFLITMAR)	 GO TO	 190 4940




00 2A6	 I •	 IINTRAJ 4990
Z45 PBOPLC n 0. 5000
DO 2LU K • IINMAP 5010
IF	 (ARRAY(Kr31.E0.0.)	 GO TO 210 $020
AARAY(Kr41
	 •	 ARRAY(Kr41+N07Gilil+10.++(LOCAL(Krl)/10.)+NN70741105030
1	 10.++(1.+LOCAIIKrlI/10.1 ♦ ND7271I1+10.+^lLOCA(,(Kr21/10.1 ♦NN727{I15040
250 2	 +lu.++ll.+L(lCALlKr2)11091 $050




25$ C .	 . $100
C CHECK THRESHOLD NOISE CONSTRAINTS 	 . 5110
c . 5120
C * * sees* ... 5130
C 5140
26J 00 22.. K •	 IrNMAP 5150
IF	 (ARRAYIKr31•EO•3•)
	
GO TO 229 5160
AVN -	 IU.+ALOGI0(ARRAY(Kr4)/NPLA'iE) 4170
ARRAY(Kr4)
	 -	 AVN 5180
IF	 (AVN.LT.20..OR.ARRAY(Kr3).EO.O.1
	 GO TO 220 5190






	 •	 ANII+ARRAY ( K.5) 5230
220	 CONTINUE 5240
215 C 5250
C ....•.......•.......•..•.s.•.........•• .............•................ 5260
C .	 . 5270
C .	 Cr(cCK FOR THRESHOLD NOISE VIOLATION AT EACH BLOCK DUE	 . 5280
C .	 TO CuMOLMA11ON EFFECT OF MULTIPLE	 FLYOVER	 . 5290
213 C .	 . 5300
C ..... ..............e......... 5310
C 5320
DJ 26(	 1	 n 	 Iv%MAP 5330
If	 (AKRAY(Irb).NE01.)	 GO	 TO	 26u 5340
2d0 viULA	 - 0. 5350
00 23v J	 • IrNTRAJ 5360
VIOLA	 n 	 VIOLA+LCCAL(1rJ+21 5370
230	 CONTINUE 5380
IF	 (VIOLA.LE.FLITMAM)	 GO TO 260 5390






SUBROUTINE COST	 731172 TS	 FTN 4.7#485	 40/04124. 10920035




SUM • 0•	 5430
00 25u J • IshTRAJ	 5440
290 SUM • SUMsLOCAI(IsJ N)	 5450
250	 CONTINUE	 5460






C	 .•.......•.....•........ra........•.•.r...e.•.r. a .•....••.••.••••.• 	 5510
C •	 • 5520
C	 .	 CHkCK SEPARATING CONSTRAINTS	 . 5530




	 CALL	 CROSOVR	 (NPOSITsPOSIT.CLOSE)	 5570
GO liJ 32C	 5580
27C D1;	 2e0 1
	 •	 11NMAP	 5590
EE 335 00 2dC J • 1r2	 5600
L7CAL(1sJ)
	 • 0.	 5610
Le,i	 CLNTINUt	 $620
UU 246 1	 • IsK	 5630
DO 290 J • i/nMAP	 5640
31J IF	 (AkkAi1Js3IsEGoU•)
	
GO TO 290	 $650
RANGE
	 •	 SORTIIPOSIT(lll/1)-ARRAY(Jsl))4*24(POSIT(1sIs2)-ARRAY(Jl5660
1	 '.11^ • 2^PLSIT{lsTr31^^2!	 5670
AL7;17 .	 129.-25.*ALCGIU(3.28NRANGE/200.)	 5680
ALIV	 115.-22.5•ALUGIUI3.2810RANGE/500.)	 5690
31: LOCAL(Js1)	 •	 AMAK1(AL707sLOCAL(Js1)l	 5700
LOCAI.(Jsi)	 n 	 AMAXI(AL7271LOCAL(JJ2))	 5710
290	 C.OMilNUE	 5720
PEGPL6 • 0.	 5730
OU 3JJ 1
	 - I.NMAP	 5740
32u IF	 (ARRAY(Is31.E0.0.1	 GO	 TO	 300	 5750
ARKAY(L 4)	 • ARRAY11,41•ND767I1)•1G.+4lloCAL(1s11/10.)+NN707c11•5760
a	 1C.^•{i••IOCAIIIsl!/lu.I^N0727I11.10.•^ILOCAllis2l/1G.ItNN727(1 ► 5770
2	 •10. 4• I1.•LDCAL(1s2)/I0.)
	
$780
PtOVLc	 •	 PEDPLE•AARAY(1*31	 5790
325 300	 CONTINUE	 5800
UO 3io i	 • L hMAP	 3810
IF	 (AKRAY(Is3).EO.u.)	 GO	 TO	 310	 5820
AVh •	 lu. • ALOG10(ARRAYIIs4)/NPLANE)	 5830
ARRAY(1s4)	 n AVN	 5840
330 IF	 (AVh.LT.55.)	 GO TO	 3iu	 5850
ARRAY(1s5)	 3.36C-6.10•••(.1034AVN1/1.2*IC•••(.03*AVNlo1.43E-405860
1	 ad.**(.Ob•A:N))	 5870
ARKAY(1s51	 n 	 ARRAY(l#3)*ARRAY(I#5)/PEOPLE 	 Soso








DO 350	 1	 -	 1 ► NTRAJ	 5930
SXT/Ilsl)	 %T1(1s11	 5940
34W SXTcIi ► I	 •	 XT2(is1)
	
.	 5950
SY11(1sl)	 •	 YT1(Isl)	 5960
SYT211s11
	 •	 YT241011	 5970
57
	SUitK0UTiNI COST	 ?11112 TS
00 336 J • 20NSEG
SXC2NTR(l#J-I) • KCENTR4I•J-11
345	 SYCiNTRIIOJ-11 • YCENTK4I0J-11
SXTl(IrJ) • 9T111•J1









DO 34v J • 1 ► IPOST











450008 CM STORAGE USED 	 10.132 SECONDS





















SUBROUTINE COST1	 73 1172	 IS	 FTN 40N 469 60/041249 10420.39
SUg A4UTINE COST1 (IGRAO.N * F.XoANII#PNALTY#CLDSE.THRESHI 6170
COMMUN NTRAJ.NMAP.NSEG# XM( 3 ► 61.YM( 3,6)i ARRAY 15761911SPOSITI3olOOP36100
1) ► IC(31.2F(31.NPOSITS131 6190
DIMENSION %INPLI 6200
S DO LG 1	 • 1 ► NTRAJ 6210
NSEG1 + NSEG-1 6220
00 lu J	 • IINSEGI 6230
DO LO K • 1#2 6240
L 6290
10 IF	 (K.E0.1)	 KM11.Jt1)	 •	 x(Lill 6260
IF	 (K.EO.21	 YM(I#J.11	 n 	 %(L.11 6270
1G	 CONTINUE 6260








,PAGE ISOF Ppp^ QUALITY
FUNCTION AACOS	 M172	 TS	 FTN 40+435 $010024. 10.2005
FUNCTIUN AACOS	 IA161C) 6320
X	 n 	 (A002+0* $ Z-C•02)142.•A•8I 6330
iF	 LAb$(XI.LT.1.11	 GO	 TO	 It 6340
MRITi	 1609010)	 XPA080C 6350
5 ST OF 6360
10	 IF	 (X.GT.1.)	 X	 •	 1. 6110
IF	 (X.IT.-le)	 X • -1. 63$0
AACOS • ACOSIXI 6390
kiTURN 6400
10	 C 6410
9310 FORMAT	 429H TROUBIt IN AACOSP	 XIAIBIC • #411FE16.90K)1 6420
END 6430
4103v$ CM STLRA6E USED	 0095	 SECONDS
60
rSUIRJUTINE MONIT	 131172 T$
	
FTN 497+405	 201041240 10022#15





{.OKMON /PRINT/ SXCENTRl3#31#SYCENTR( 3#31#SXTI(3#4)#SYT1(3#41#SXT2(6470
5 13#41#SYT213#4l#SANGLE()#31 6460
O/MEhS10N XINr11 6490
OU 14 1 - 1#NTRAJ 6500
hSkGI - NSEG-1 6510
00 14 J -	 I#NSEG1 6520
Lie DO 10 K •	 102 6510
L	 •	 fl-L)#Z* (NSEG-11+IJ-11*2*K 6540
IF	 IK0E0011	 Xh(I#J+1)	 -	 X(L#li 6550
IF	 (K.E0.21
	
YM(I#J*ll	 -	 X(L#ll 6560
14	 CONTINUE 6570
15 WRITE	 (6#9610)	 IT#F#ANII#PNALTY#CLOSE#ThRESH 6560





	 -	 I. /ATAN(1 #1/40 6610
DO 2%o	 J	 -	 2#NSEG 6620
14 WRITE	 16#90301	 XMIl#J)#YM(I)JI ► SXCENTR41#J-11#SYCENTRII#J- 11#56630





NPOSITI	 n 	 NPOS!TS(ll 6670




SJIJ	 FORMAT	 (IHl#9X#IIHITERATIONS 	 #I2P /#12XrIZHTDTAL COSTS	 #1PE16.9# /#16720
30 I2XvL?HANNOYANCE	 (NIIIS	 #IPk16#9#/#12X#31HPENALTY ON DYNAMIC CONSTR6730
2A1NTS	 o1PcI6,9#/#l2X # 34HPEhALTY ON SEPARAIIhG CONSTRAINTS	 #1PE16.96740
3#/r12X#28HPEhALTY ON	 THRESHOLD NOISE$ 	 #IFE16#9#/l 6750
9JZJ FUkMA1
	
(12X#14HFLIGHT PATH NOS 	 #il#/lI4X#I0HCORNE0 PT0#14X#I6HCENT6?60
1ER OF CIRCLEPDX#15HTANGiNTIAL PTS.#33X#13HANGLEIDEGREEI# /#149#1H(#6770
35 2F001#1H##FE.1 ► 1H) ► 6780
9630 FOKMAT
	
I14X#4(1H(#F80I#1H##FB P I#IH)#5X)#F8#ll 6790
9#4%1	 FURMAT	 (14Xr1H(PF8#1r1HP ► F8.1#1H1) 6600
9J$4• FUkMAT	 13(F8.Lr2X)l 6010
END 6620







SUSAJUTlhk "SULT	 731172 TS
	
FTN 4. *495	 90104124. 10.20.15
SUBRUUT1hE RESULT IITeXoNrFoANII ► PNALTYPCLOSEPTHRESHI	 6930
COMMON hTRAJPNMAP#NSEG#XM13#6 ► oYM13# 61#ARRAY(576#91#SPOSITI3#100#36940
11PZC131#Zf(31#NPOSITS13)
	 6150
LOPMON /PRINT/ SX CENTR(3r31#SYCENTRI3#31#SXTll3#41#SYT1l3#41#SXT216960
5 13#41#SYT213s4 ► #SANGLE(3#3) 6970
DIMENSION X(N#11 6990
OJ 10	 1	 • I#NTRAJ 6990
NSEGI • NSEG-1 6900
00 16 J • 1# NSEG1 6910
10 00 t0 K • 102 6920
L • 6930
IF	 (K.EG.1)	 XM1I#J*l)	 •	 XIL#11 6940
If	 (K.E0.2)	 YMIIPJ*1)	 •	 X1lrll 6950
1J CONTINUE 6960
15 WRITE	 (b19LI0)	 IT#F#ANIIPPNALTY#CIOSE#TNRESH 6970
00 3u I
	 - I#NTPAJ 6980
WRITE
	 (6#9020)	 I/XM(III) p YM1I11) 6990
PIl t 1./ATAN110140 7000
00 26 J • 2Ph$EG 7010
20 WRITE	 16#90301	 XM1IP JIPYMII#JI#SXCENTR(I#J-I)PSYCENTR(1 #J-11#57020








25 NPUS171	 - NPOSITS(I) 7070
WR1TC	 16#90601
	 (ISPOSITITPJ#K)#K • 1r31#J • 1#hPOSITII 7080
WRLTi	 1t#907(j)
	 ((SPOS1T(I#J#K)#K • l#3)#J • 1#NPOSITII 7090
30 CONTINUE 7100
WRITE	 49#90801	 ((ARkAY(I#J)#J-4r5)#I . 1 ► h14 API 7110
30 RETURN 7120
C 7130
901G FORMAT	 (1H1 ► 9X#11H1TERATIDN#	 #I2#/#12Xr12HTOTAL 	 COSY$ #1PE16.9#1#17140
12X#17HANNOYANCE	 INII)#	 #LPEL6.9#/#I2X# y IHPENALTY ON DYNAMIC CONSTR7150
2AINT#	 #1PE1699#/P12X.34HPENALTY ON SEPARATING CONSTRAINT# PIPE16.97160
35 3#/r12XP28HPENALTY ON THRESHOLD NOISE!	 P1PC16.9#/1 7170
9020 FORMAT (12X#16HFLIGHT PATH NO$ 	 #ZlP/t14X#I0HCORNER PT.#14X#16HCENT7180






9440 FORMAT	 (14X#1H(#F8.1#IHP#fe.1PIH)1 7220
9)50 FOKMAT
	 l U#12X ► 36HFL1GHT TRAJECTORY Xv	 Y#	 Z#	 IN METERS# /P19X#1HX#17230
14XmIHY//4X p IHZ p 1) 7240
9060 FORMAT	 (14X ► 1PE10.3#5X#E1C.3#5XPE1J.3r5X1 7250
9070 FORMAT
	 (3(F891#2X)1 7260
45	 9)80 FORMAT	 (Z(IPE10.3#1X)) 7270
tNC 7280







FTN 4.71445	 10104/24. 10020.35
SUIROUTINE CROSOVR INPOSITPPOSITPFX)
	 7190
COMMON hTR1JrNMAIPNSEGrXM13rt+1 ♦ YMt3r61PARRAYts76r91 ► S ►031Tt3r100r57100
ll#I013)r2F:3IPNFOSITS(3) 7310
COMMON /CROSS/ XiEGINPXFINALPYDISPCWEITIPCWEIT2 7520
S DlhEN510N CPOSStT ► 101 ► 	 POS1T(3 # 100#31#
	
NPOS1T131 7330
VINTRPIX ►Xl#Yl#X2#Y2#X3PY3#X4#Y4)	 •	 IX--X2$$(X-X31*(X-X41191/!Xi-X27340
11/tXl-X31/1X1•K4111X-X111tX-X311lX-X41^Y2/7X2-X11/1.X2+X51/1X2-X41^15l0
21X-Xll•!M-X2)11X-X41rY3/IX3-Xll/(X3-X21/1X3-X41#tX•X11*IX-X211IX-X7160
33) 0 Y4/IX4-X11/1X4-X21/!X4-X31 137@
10 FX • G• 7510




03 1Q 1	 • 2010 7410
CROSSiI p i)	 • CROSS11PI-11-SAMPLE 7420
1S 10	 CONTINUE 10 7430
DO 79
	 I • I#NTRAJ 7440
00 6N J - 1010 7490
NPI	 - NPOSITI11-1 7460
DU 4u K • IINPI 7470
20 SIGN •	 IPOSITII#KP1I-CRUSSIIPJ1111POSITt1PK*1r11-CROSS UrJI17410
If	 4$ION•GE.u.0)
	
GO TO 20 7490
KK • K 7 500
GO T6 50 Isla
20	 IF	 ISIGN.fT80901 GO TO 40 7520
25 IF	 4POSITII0Kr11•NE•CROSS(l#Jl)
	
GO TO 30 7530
CROSS41#I#J)	 •	 POSITII ► KPZI 7540




GO TO 6G 1570













IF	 IKK•EO P NPII	 CROS$(I*IoJI
	 -	 YINTRPICROSS(l#J)PPOSITtl ► KK-2017650
1	 IPPOSIT(IPKK-202)#POSITIIPKK-lP11 ► PCSIY(IPKK-1P21PPOSITt10KKP17660
2	 1#PUSIT(IPKK#21#POSITIIPKK#1#l)#POSITIIPKK+lP211 7670





43 C	 .	 hOW	 TEST	 THE NEARNESS OF OR THE CROSSOVER BETWEEN TRAJECTORIES 	 . 7730
C	 TYPICAL	 VALUE CWEITI	 - CWEITZ • 0.03125	 •	 • 7740
C .	 • 7790
C	 .••.•...•.•.•.........#..•....•...•...••..........• .................. TT60
C 7770
5u NAOU1 n NTRAJ#1 7700
DO 13U 1 • 20NTRAJ 1790
DO 12-1 J	 - 3#NADD1 7800
tF(I.GE.J)	 GO	 TO	 120 7610
00	 161; K	 -	 lot: 7820
55 DIS1
	 •	 CROSSlIvK1-CROSSIJ0K1 7830
IF	 (ARSIOISIOsGEsYDIS)
	
GO TO 80 7040
FX	 -	 FX#CwEITIAtY01S-D1S11 • #2 7850
63




IF (K.E0.101 GO TO 100
D1S2 • CROSSI1rK#11-CROSSIJ*K#l)
60	 IF 14DISI*DIS2I,GE.C.1 60 TO 100
it • 1
	
90	 IF IK#I#II.0T.I01 GO TO 110
0153 • CROSSIIIKfI#III-CROSSiJIK#1#l1I
IF	 GO TO 110









































SUBAOUTINL ONEWTON 1MAXIT#STCPCHGrN#XNOk*CELTAXI 1030
C 0040
C 0050
C . • 9060
S C THIS UPT1MtiATtON EMPLOYS SEIf-SCAl1NG# RES1Af1T1hG* • $070
C . QUASI-NEWTON METHOD. • 6000
C . REFERE140	 D.G. LUEN6ERGER INTRO• TO LINEAR AND NONLINEAR . 0090
C . PRGGRAMMING ► 	 P•204#	 SEC9995 . $IGO
C . MAXIM	 MAXIMUM NUr6ER OF ITERATIONS ALLOWED • 0110
10 C STUPCHG,	 STOP	 IF PERC.NTAOE CHANGE IN SUCCESSIVE COSTS IS . 1120
C . LLSS THAN THIS VALUi . 0130
C . N1	 OIMLNSION OF THE UNKNOWN X . 0140
C . XNCW1	 PRESENT OR 110ITIAL VALUE OF UNKNOWN X • 0150
C . . 0160
► 9 C .....................................•.....•......^................. 0170
C also










26 O MNSivN XTEMP130P11 ► 	 PT(1#36)#	 OS110C1#	 S0(1#301 ► 	 OT(1t30) 0220
DIMENSION 100130#30) 0230
DiMiNSION 0130#11 6240
It	 •	 v e250
GO TO 4o $260
25 1G FNUW •	 FSMALL 0270







IT	 •	 1T61 6310
3J lh	 (IT•L7•hAR11)	 GO TC 4(, 0320
IF	 1PhALTY.6T.0.1
	
Gv TO	 30 6330
CALL Rt4ULT






40 CALL	 CuS11	 10 ► N#FhOW ► XNOM#ANtt#PNALTY#CLOSE#THRESH) 8380




IF	 IMAXI1.E0.41	 STCP 0410
4J GU TU 60 0420
;0 MRITE	 (b#44,20)	 FNALTY $430
C $440
C •.... . o ................................•.••.......x.•*.....•....••.•• 6450
C . 0460
45 C . STEP	 It	 StT	 S	 m	 IOZNTITY MATRIX AMU CALCULATE	 GRADIENT G . 6470
C . . a4$0
C .•.•..•.•......•...•.....•.•......• .................................. 6490
C $soo
60 00	 iS	 1	 -	 ION 8510
Sv G0	 7 0 J	 •	 1#N 8520
S4100	 - C. 8530
IF	 11.t q .J1	 511#J1	 •	 1. 0040
70 CONTINUE 0550
CALL F6rtAD	 (N#FNOd#1NOW#GhGW.OELTA0 0560
55 C 6570
•.•••••.•••..•...••••••.••••••..•••••• ......... ....••.•.••.....••...... eSSO
C	 • 8590
ii 65
} SUIRJUTINE cNEr,TLN	 711111
	
TS	 FTN 4.7#415 10104114• 30.20r1l
C . STEP 2(	 SET D	 • -SG r 1600
C . . 1610
60 G •••••.•+.•.^^•..• ► .....• r••. •..••.•••......•.•.•..••.....•^..••••.•	 1620
C 1610
00 CALL MPLY	 4NoNoIPSoGNOY#0 ► 30► 30 ► 3) 1640
00 9y	 1 • 104 0650
D(101)	 • -0(I#li 0660
OS 90 CONI ME 1670
C 6660
C 6690
C . . 6700
C • 00 it	 MUST IMPCRTAkTw .	 6710
70 C . LINE SEAhCH ALONG D TO FIND AFA TH AT SATISFIES PO ► 0 • 0720
C ► IF CUST	 FUNCTION IS ANALYTIC ► 	 SLIGHT MODIFICATION LS • 4710
C . NEEDEU	 (SIMPLIFICATIONl4GP1IONAL) • 6710
C .	 0750
C .........•..•.•••..•••.•••.••.r.•.••...• ....................•........	 6760
73 C 0770
K • U 6700
1GC K	 K01 1790




iTi i10 CALL	 F09AU I N oF SMALL .XTCMP#GkEXT ► DELTAX1 6620
DO 12C	 1	 •	 1 ► N 0130
O(1P1)	 •	 GNEXT(I#I)-GNO4(IP1) 0810
P41#1)	 AFA2+011.1) Soso
120 CONTINui 6860




IF	 (PO(1#11.GT.G.1	 GO	 TO	 14U 6090
IF	 IK.(,T.4)
	
GO	 TO 10 0900
FNO%	 •	 F f,MALL 6910
90 DO 134	 1	 •	 1#N 6920
XNOw(loll
	
n 	 XTEMP(i#1) 09341
130 CONTINUE 0940
GO	 Tu	 1f1U 0950
14J OO 15v
	 l	 •	 i ► h 0953
95 XNuw(3*I)	 •	 XTEMP(1 ► 3) 6970
16U CJh1IAUE 0980
11	 •	 17.1 0990
PRCNT n ABS((FSMALL-FNOwI/FNOwI 9000
IP	 IPKCNT.GE.STOPCHG)
	
GO TO 170 9010
1J9 wd14E	 (6 ► SJ30I	 PRCNT#STOPCHG .9,090
IF




	 il1#XhUM#h•FSMALL.ANII#PNALTY#CLDS1 ► THRESHI 9040
C 9050
Kc1URf. 9060




GC 10	 190 9090
wRITc	 (o#9U40) 9100
IF	 (PhAL)Y.GT.0.)	 GC	 TO 180 9110
LIU CALL RCSULT
	












3U/R3UTINE CNEWTUN 	 13/172	 TS	 FTN 4.7f4" 10104/24. 10020015
115 19J IF	 (FhALTY•GT.O.1	 GO TO 200 9170
CALL	 MONIT	 (IT#XNOW«N«FSMALLAAIlI3 ► PNALTY ► CLOSE ► THRESH) 9100
GO TO 210 9190
2C0 WRITE (o ► 94201	 PNALTY 9200
210 CONTih4E 9210
120 C 9220
C	 . . 9240
C	 .	 STEP 41	 IF Otto	 IS	 INTEGER MULTIPLE OF N GO TO STEP	 11 • 9250
C .
	
IF NUT ► UPDATE S • 9260
135 C	 .	 1S A IT •	INTEGER MULTIPLE OF N4 . 9270





IF	 ((FLOAT(IT)/FLOAT(NI)•hE.FLOAT(IT/N)l 	 GO TO 220 9310
13i► FNOW - FSMALL 9320






UPDATE MATRIX Si GO TO STEP 2 • 9370
C	 . . 9300




MPLY	 IN ► N ► I ► S ► GPd0 ► 30 ► 30 ► I1 9410
140 CALL	 TRNSPOS	 (30 ► 1 ► 0 ► OT) 9420
GALL
	
MPLY	 INoI ► NoSO.OTrS00r30 ► 1 ► 301 9430
CALL MPLY 9440
CALL	 MPLY	 lIPNPN POT r5rOS.l ► 30 ► 301 9450
CALL	 MPLY	 (ItN ► l10Sr0o0S0 ► 1 ► 3C ► 11 9460
145 CALL hPLY	 (N ► 1 ► N ► P ► PT ► PP ► 30*1 ► 3[1 9410
00 234 1
	 • L.N 94OG
DO 23V J	 n 	 ION 9490
5(I0J)
	
1511rJi-SOOSl1PJI/OSO(1 ► 111^(POIl ► 11/OS OIl ► 111.PPII•Jl/9500
♦ 	 PG(i ► a) 9510
150 no	 CONT1NUE 9520
FNU'r - WALL 9530
DO 240	 I	 - 1 ► N 9540
GNUS(I ► ll	 -	 GNEXT(1r1) 9550
24^1	 CONTINUE 9560
155 CO TU 04 9570
C 9500
9vld FSAMAT	 (5x.49HIN RE ULTs	 DYNAMIC CONSTRAINTS VIOLATION ► / ► 10X.9HPEN9590
I'A TY	 -rlPE1b.9) 9600
9020	 FJRrAT	 (59r39H1N MONITS	 DYhA.M1C CONSTRAINTS VICLATION ► / ► 10X ► 9HPENA9610
160 u.TY	 - ► 1PE16.9) 9620
9130 FORSSAT
	
(2Xr37HPERCENTAGE CHANCE	 IN SUCCESSIVE COSTS ► 1PE10«3 ► 25H LE9630
ISS THAN STOP	 CRITERION#IPE10.31 9640
9)4J	 Ki p-MAT
	
(1XP29HMAXIMUM ITERATION SET RhACHED) 9650
tN.';V 9660




SUBROUTINE PtPLY	 13/172	 TS	 FTN 4.71405 80/04/24. 10.20.35
SUBROUTINE PPLY	 (l ► MrN•A ► B.C ► IDEC ► MDEC ► NDEC) 9670
C 9680
C ......••.......•••...••.••.•••• ► ...•.....••.••......•.••....•••..••.• 9690
C • . 9700




DIMcNSION A11DEC ► M0iC) ► 	 B(MDEC ► NDECI ► C(LDEC ► NDEC) 9750
10 00 10 1 • 1 ► t 9760
DO lU J •	 1 ► N 9770
C(I•J)	 •	 0. 9760
DO Au K • I ► M 9190
L(I#J)	 n 	 CII ► JI*All ► K) $ BIK ► J) 9800
1S 10	 CONTINUE 9810
AE TURN 9820
tNO 9830
41,06B CM STCRA4O JSED	 .145 SECONDS
68
SUBROUTINE TRNSPUS	 73/172	 TS FTN 4.7.485	 90/04124. 10.20039
SUBROUTINE 7RNSPOS (MIN ►AIBI 9840
C 9150
C •. ► .•..•.•........... ► •. ► •••••.••••••. ..•.........•.•.....•....•...•.	 9800
C . 9870
5 C TRANSPOSE OF P ATRIX A i5 RETURNED it- MATRIX S	 • 9610C . . 9690
C .........•..•.......•..•.•...........• ..••..••.••..•..•..••..•.....•.	 9900
C 9910
DIMENSION A(M ► N) ► 	 BIN#MI 9920
10 0U 10 1 • 1 ► M 9980



















SUBROUTINE FGRAD	 731172 TS	 FTH 4.7•485
	
401041246 10020030







5	 C .	 CAMLATE GRADIENT OF COST f WITH RESPECT TO UNKNOWN X 	 . 10030
C •	 • 10040
C	 10050
C	 10060
DIMENS10 Xlh ► 11 ► G130 ► 11 ► DELTAX4301	 10070
10	 Ott " I • 1 ► N	 10040
c Moll • XII ► 11+DELTAX411	 10090
CALL COST1 I1 ► NoFF ► X ► ANII ► PNALTY ► CIOSE ► THRESM	 10100
1	 G!I ► 11 • tFF-F)IDELT49411 	 10110
Xtl► 11 • XI1 ► 11-OELTAX(Il
	
10120






410008 CM STORAGc USc0 	 •137 SECONDS
?I
70
	SUBFOUTINE GAFA	 73/172 TS	 FTN 4.7#465	 BO/04/24. 10.20035





5	 C .	 CALCULATE GRADIENT OF F WITH RESPECT 'G AFA	 . 10200
C •	 • 10210
C •.••......•....•••r......•••.•.•..•.••.••.•..•.....•n••..•••..•....• 10220
C	 10230
DIMENSION XINoI)v D130r1I• XTEMP130oll
	 10240















	SU6ROUTINi EARON	 73/372 15	 FTN 4.7#400	 00144/24. 10.20.33
SUBROUT1hi ERPOR (K) 	 10320
_	 WNITi (0010) K	 10330
STOP	 10340
C	 10350
S	 10 FORMAT (lX#6NAFTER #I1#33H TIMES THROUGH LINE SEARCH# STILL /37H CA10364














SUBROUTINE LINESCH 	 73/172 TS
	











	 XTEM ► 130#11#	 XNOWIN#11 10410
DIMENSION X1130#11#
	 92(30#11#	 X3(30#1)9	 X4130#ll#	 AFA(41#	 FX(31 10420
S C 10430
C	 ....•......•..........•...•......•..s.•........••..•.•.......r.•.••.• 10440C 10490





	 GO TO 64 10500
DMAX	 - DI1 ► 11 10510
00 10 I	 • 1#N 10520
19 If	 (OMAX.LT.ABS(0lL#1111	 DMAX	 n 	 ABS(D(I#1)) 10530
10	 CONTINUE 10540
IF	 IUMAX•E40.1 CALL CHECK (1#N#FNOW#XNOM#D#AFAO#FAFAO#GAFAO#AFAl#105",
1FAFAA#GAFA1#Ul#UU1#U2) 10560
DAFA - 10.10MAX 10570
20 DAFA - v•C1 10560
AFAI, • J. 10590
FAFAU n FNOW 10600
CALL GAFA	 (N#FAFAO ► UAFA ► GAFAO#XNOW#DI 10610
AFAI	 - /Cu./DMAX 10620
25 DO 2u I • 1#N 10630
X7ibMPll#I)





	 (D#N ► FAFAI► XTEMP#AN1I ►►NALTY#CLOSE#THRESHI 10660
30 CALL	 GAFA	 IN#FAFAI#DAFA#GAFA1#XTEMP#D) 10670
3Q IF	 (ABSI(AFA0-AFAI)/AFAlI.LT..0011	 CALL	 CHECK	 (2#N#FNOW#XNOW#D#AFA10600
1J#FAFAi,rGAFAO#AFAL#FAFA1 ► GAFA1#U1#UU1#U21 10690




IF	 (UU1.LE.G.)	 U2 -	 J. 10720
35 IF
	






iJ#GAFAC#AFA1#FAFAI#GAFAl#U1#UU1 ► U2) 10750
AFA2 • AFAI-IAFAL-AFAOI $ (GAFAI+U2-Ul)/(GAFAl-GAFA0+2. OU2) 10760
DU 43 1
	 - 1#N 10770






IF	 (fSMALL.GE.FNOW1 GO TO 50 10810
CALL	 CUST1	 (I#N#FSMALL ► XTEMP#ANII#PNALTY#CLCSE#THRESH) 10820






GAFAU • GAFA1 10060




IF	 (AFA2.EO.C4 ► 	 DAFA	 -	 x,.01 10890
IF	 IAFA20E.0.1	 DAFA - 0.61 4 AFA2 10900
G3 TG 3J 10910
C 10920
55 C	 • .........................................•.......•.•.•......•....•.. 10930
C	 .	 . 10940
C	 .	 COGGIN	 AL• -'r(HM
	






TS	 FT" 4.7+495 90106124. 10020035
C	 • • 10960
..•.•••••• r•••....••••.•••••••..••.••.••.•..••••..•••••••••.•.••••.•. 10970
6) C 10990
65 DMAX • 01101) 10990
00 76 I
	 • 1 ► N 1)000
X11101)	 •	 XhOM(L► l) 11010
IF	 IDMAX•LT•D(I ► II)	 DMAX
	 •	 01I01) 11020
05 7v CONTINUE 11030
DAFA • 544./DMAX 11060
F1 • FNOii L1050
SIGN •	 1. 11060
STEP •	 L. 11070
711 00 b4 I • L P N 11096
X2(1 ► 1)	 ^ XW4 y lnP 0 +DATA+O ( I11) 11090
n0 CONTiNka 11100
CALL CWl t't':i $ oY20ANI11PNALTY ► CLOSE ► THRESH) 11110
9L IF	 (F2.4t-..•%	 +.,	 ^	 110 11120
75 STEP	 •	 2,•. 11130





	 n 	 X2111!)+2.+DAFA+DII ► l19SIGN 11160
140 CONTINUE 11170Ar	
110 Fl • f2 11180
d CALL	 CJST1	 (Is NoF20X20AN11 ► PNALTYI CLOSE* THRESH) 11190
GU TO 90 11200
110 IF	 (STtP.NE.I.)
	
GO TO 130 11210
STEP • 2. 11220
65 S14N • -1. 11230
DO 120 L
	 • 11N 11240
X7(1011	 XNCMiI ► 1)+DAFA+Dl201)$SIGN 11250
120 CONTINUE 11260
CALL CUSII
	 110N0F2 ► XZ1AN110PNALTY ► CLOSE ► THRESH) 11270
90 40 TO 9v 11280




CALL	 COSTI	 (10N0F3 ► X30ANII0PNALTY ► CLOSE ► THRESHI 11320
95 AFA(1)	 •	 (X1(1011-X(+OM(10111/0(1011 11330
AFA(21
	 •	 1X2(1,11-XhOMIL l)I/O(1 ► 11 11340
AFA(31	 n 	 (X3(irll-XNOY(lrli!/D(1111 11350
L5J AFA(4)
	 • 0.5 0 1((AEA(21# 0 2-AFA(31++21*f1+(AFA(31+02-AFA(L) +#21#FZ+(11360
IAFAll1++2 —AFA(214+21 • f31/lIAFA(21—AfAt311+F1+(AfA(31-AfAllll +f2+ U11370
110 ZFAIl)-AFA(21I+F311 11380
DU 161 1
	 • 10N 11390
X4(101)




A15 FY•(1)	 •	 F1 11430
FX421
	 •	 FZ 11440
FX131	 •	 F3 11450
FMIN
	 •	 fX(:) 11460
MIN •	 1 11470
llu FMAX	 •	 FX(il 11480
MAX	 • A 11490
OJ	 ldc.	 I	 •	 213 IL500
If	 IFMIN.LT•FX(t!)
	 GO TO 1711 11510
FMIN-	 •	 FX(II 11520
s
74
SUAROW INE LINESCH 	 731172 TS	 FTN 4*74465
113	 MIN • i
	





120	 DO 190 1 • 1 ► N
XCOMP r XNOY(I ► l)+AFAIMINI*D(1► ll
IF (A8S(XCOMP-X4(I ► 1)1rLEr10r1 GO TO 200
XTEMP(i ► ll r XCOMP
	
190	 CONTINUE
125	 CALL COST1 10 ► N ► FSMALL/XTEMP ► ANII ►►NALTY ► CLOSE ► THRESHI
RETURN NN






















	SUBROUTINE CHECK	 73/172 TS
	
FTN 4.74, 485	 10/04/24. 10.20.25
SUBROUTINE CHECK (ICHECK)N ► FNUW ► MNOW#D/AFAO ► FAFAO ► GAFAOIAFAl ► FAFA111680
1 ► GAFAI ► UI ► UU1 ► U21	 11690
DIMENSION kNOW1N ► 11# 0130#11	 11700
WRilc 16#101 FNDW#N ► IirXNOW1I#11#DII#11#I . 1 ► NI	 11710
5	 IF (1CHcCK.EO#1) STOP	 11720
WRITE 16#201 AFRO/FAFAOIGAFAG#AFAI#FAFAI#GAFAI 	 11730
IF 11CHLCK#E0.21 STOP	 11740
r0.ITE 46001 U1 ► UU1#U2	 11750
STOP	 11760
30	 C	 11770
LO kORMAT (209#44HTHIS IS SUBROUTINE CHECK WHICH GIVES ALL THE#35H IN11760
1FORMATISN IN SUBROUTINE LINESCH. ► /1#30k ► 7HFNUW • ► 1PE1699o11 ► 37X ► 411790
2HMNUW#17X ► 1HD#!/# • 125R ► 12 ► 3K#1PE16#9#4K#1PE16.G)1	 11800
23 FORMAT lll#20X#7HAFA0 • #IPE160 0 6 6HFAFAO • ► 1PE16.9 ► 5K#BHGAFA0 11810










4WOOB CM STORAGE USED	 .143 SECONDS
ORIGINAL PAGE rya
OF POOR OLTA,
76
